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MATERIALS 

MixedModelStep4.SPT SpaceStat project   

ESTIMATED TIME 

20 minutes   

OBJECTIVE 

This tutorial will use the Mixed Model Regression method in SpaceStat software to explore the 
patterns in all cancer mortality rates among women, 1969-2002.  We will look for changing spatial 
patterns over time and see if some basic sociodemographic covariates can help to explain them.  
The mixed model approach will allow specified covariates to vary across broad U.S. regions. 

In this step we will setup and run the mixed model regression. 

GETTING STARTED 

Continue with your project from Mixed Model Regression – Part 3: Aspatial Regression or open the 
project file MixedModelStep4.SPT, which contains all the data needed for this tutorial. 

 

BACKGROUND BEHIND MIXED MODEL REGRESSION 

Because in Part 3: Aspatial Regression we saw variations in the regression coefficients over time and our 
initial plots of rates over time showed differences in level and trends of rates by region, we would like to 
apply a mixed effects model.  Mixed Model Regression is similar to OLS but it permits specified 
covariates to have estimated regression coefficients that vary across geography.  You select which 
covariates are fixed (estimated to be the same across all geographic units) or random (allowed to vary 
across geographic units).  There must be some higher level of geography specified in the dataset, into 
which the most basic geographic units can be grouped. 

  

http://www.nci.nih.gov/
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/
http://www.biomedware.com/subdomains/biomed/files/tutorials/MixedModelRegressionPart2/AllCancerFemale.spt
http://www.biomedware.com/subdomains/biomed/files/tutorials/MixedModelRegressionPart2/AllCancerFemale.spt
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STEP 1: SETTING UP THE MIXED MODEL REGRESSION 

Go to the Methods menu and select the Mixed Model Regression method from the Regression 
submenu.  This should start the Mixed Model Regression method.  If you do not have the Task 
Manager open, it will be opened for you.  This window is located in a pane on the right side of the 
SpaceStat interface by default.  Note that if you still have the Aspatial Regression task open from 
Part 3, the two method tasks will be grouped together in the Task Manager under separate tabs. 

 

 

The SpaceStat interface after starting the Mixed Model Regression method.  The Task Manager is 
the right pane.  Note: in this case the Aspatial Regression task from Mixed Model Regression – Part 

3: Aspatial Regression has been closed. 

STEP 2: SELECT THE GEOGRAPHY 

From the dropdown at the top of the Task Manager, choose HAS_boundary as the geography.  This 
will enable the Create button in the Regression model settings. 
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STEP 3: CONVERT REGION VARIABLE TO AN INTEGER 

The ‘region’ variable was imported into SpaceStat as a decimal value.  We need to use them as 
integers for the mixed model analysis.  To do this, right click on the ‘region’ dataset in the Data 
view and choose ‘Convert data type’ from the right-click menu. 

 

Choosing the ‘Convert data type’ option for the variable in the Data View. 

In the dialog that comes up, rename the new dataset to ‘region_int’ and leave the new type as 
integer.  Click ‘OK’ to convert the dataset. 
 

STEP 4: SETUP THE REGRESSION MODEL 

Press the ‘Create’ button in the Regression model section to begin the process of setting up the 
regression model.  We are going to setup our mixed model similar to what we did for the aspatial 
regression, except now we can choose which covariates may be random effects. 

First name the regression model ‘Mixed model’.  Again our dependent variable is ‘rate’.  The Upper Level 
Selection method should be ‘Subject Field’.  We choose region_int (the census region that we just 
formatted as an integer) as the Subject Field.  As with the aspatial regression, select the following 

independent variables: pcturban, pctfemhh, mdratio, pctpoor, crowded, and pcincome10k from the 
independent variables list and press the ‘Add linear term’ button.  Lastly start the modeling process by 
just letting the Intercept be random (don’t check the ‘Fixed Intercept’ box).  That is, this model assumes 
that the covariate impact on predicted rates is the same everywhere, but there may be a different level 
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of the rates, as specified by the intercept, in the 4 different regions. Compare your dialog settings with 
the screenshot below and press the ‘OK’ button to create the regression model when everything looks 
right. 

 

Dialog settings for creating the regression model (NOTE: there are three more independent variables in 
the linear terms list that can be seen if you scroll down – pctpoor, crowded, and pcincome10k) 
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STEP 5: CHOOSE THE REMAINDER OF THE REGRESSION SETTINGS 

Click the ‘Next’ button to proceed to the next part of the regression settings.  In an aspatial 
regression, data for each time period are modeled separately by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).  Note 
that normally we would include a weight for each rate to reflect the dependence of its underlying 
variance on its population size – the weight could be the inverse of its standard error or the square 
root of population.  However, for simplicity we are ignoring weights for this tutorial.  You can accept 
the defaults for the rest of the settings with one exception (linear regression, ML estimation 
procedure, Variance components variance structure, Newton-Raphson estimation, 1.0e-10 
convergence criterion, 30 maximum iterations, complete start and end times, and the default 
output folder name).  Make sure you change Output Random Coefficients to Log to Yes so that we 
can see the regional results. 

 

Default settings for the remainder of the regression options except for output random coefficients. 

You can click the ‘Next’ button to go the Review settings step of the Task Manager.  If everything 
looks correct, click the Run button to start the analysis.  A map of the residuals and a scatterplot of 
the predicted versus the actual dependent variable will be created for you as well as an extensive 
entry into the Log View. 
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STEP 6: EXAMINE THE RESULTS 

We repeated this model 6 more times, but selecting a single covariate to be a random effect in 
each model.  This will give voluminous results, we’ll summarize these below so you don’t have 
to do all 6 runs. 
 
First, let’s decide which covariate random effect gave us the best fit, judging fit by the AIC 
statistic.  Here is a summary of the results, with the best model for each year highlighted in 
yellow: 
 

AIC statistics 
      

RANDOM:  
 
intercept 

   
pcturban 

 
pctfemhh 

     
mdratio 

    
pctpoor 

  
crowded 

pcincome10k 

1970 8026.43 8061.272 8030.19 8092.759 8030.680 8021.78 
8057.421 

1973 8173.07 8181.508 8156.96 8192.908 8164.565 8151.01 
8186.842 

1976 7945.81 7959.209 7940.77 7965.437 7947.331 7946.42 
7951.629 

1979 8098.26 8120.161 8091.57 8128.103 8096.043 8090.28 
8110.405 

1982 8088.49 8101.760 8079.53 8098.509 8094.294 8085.63 
8091.657 

1985 8230.12 8235.103 8220.38 8241.710 8230.386 8210.86 
8235.220 

1988 8160.01 8163.136 8150.82 8163.820 8159.578 8148.59 
8160.904 

1991 7993.66 7995.661 7990.15 7997.031 7997.347 7995.73 
7993.529 

1994 8108.58 8109.523 8101.50 8109.402 8108.763 8095.38 
8108.599 

1997 8144.91 8144.597 8144.29 8144.905 8144.905 8144.34 
8144.905 

2000 7888.80 7888.719 7883.14 7889.893 7887.678 7870.91 
7889.152 
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We don’t see striking differences across the covariates, but the crowded random effects model 
seems best.  This implies that the effect of crowded housing differs by region.  The p values for 
the variance component for crowded show how significant this difference is: 

 
1970 

0.120287 

1973 
0.126174 

1976 
0.131052 

1979 
0.125788 

1982 
0.150688 

1985 
0.137843 

1988 
0.160668 

1991 
0.244297 

1994 
0.156914 

1997 
0.318809 

2000 
0.140371 

 
None of these are significant, suggesting that a fixed effects model, such as we did earlier, is 
adequate.  However, since this is more of an exploratory analysis than one to strictly conduct 
hypothesis tests, let’s look at the regional random effects anyway.  Sometimes a single 
geographic area will be significantly different from the rest, but when the statistics are 
combined across all geographic areas, the random effects variance component is not significant.  
Random effects estimates for crowded by region and year, with significant p values shaded in 
red, and p values that are nearly significant (between 0.05 and 0.06) shaded in lighter pink.  
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1970 
 

1973 
 

1976 
 

1979 
 

1982 
 

 

Group Id Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate 
P-value 

South 1 -1.018 0.180 -0.988 0.161 -1.149 0.137 -1.800 0.117 -1.488 
0.057 

NE 2 1.873 0.019 1.582 0.040 2.054 0.015 2.935 0.019 1.770 
0.057 

MidWest 3 0.466 0.540 0.631 0.373 0.063 0.935 0.472 0.684 0.375 
0.646 

West 4 -1.321 0.083 -1.225 0.084 -0.968 0.213 -1.607 0.164 -0.657 
0.409 

 
                  

 

          
1985                                1988 

           
1991     1994                  1997        2000 

 

Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate 
P-value 

-1.754 0.069 -1.269 0.072 -0.687 0.164 -1.016 0.058 -0.220 0.286 -0.903 
0.060 

2.038 0.071 1.356 0.126 0.906 0.173 0.580 0.407 0.073 0.767 0.218 
0.720 

0.904 0.360 0.654 0.375 0.261 0.625 0.805 0.161 0.110 0.629 0.945 
0.067 

-1.187 0.222 -0.741 0.299 -0.480 0.338 -0.368 0.497 0.037 0.859 -0.260 
0.590 
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There seems to be a convergence, by region, of the impact of crowded housing on cancer rates 
over time.  Early in the period, rates in the Northeast were significantly impacted more by 
crowded housing, with a positive sign indicating higher rates in more crowded areas. 
 

RESIDUAL ANALYSIS 

Unlike for OLS models, there is no single statistic that adequately summarizes the goodness of fit 
of a mixed effects model.  The best we can do is to look at the results in several different ways 
and try to find consistency of results regarding the fit.  First, map the conditional residuals from 
the last model by clicking on the map icon, then choosing ‘conditional residuals’ as the fill color 
for the map.  Click the Properties icon on the map (it looks like a book) to change the colors.  
Select ‘Classified’ from the Color Mode dropdown and accept the default of 10 classes.  Click 
the ‘OK’ button to accept the color changes.  Areas with light neutral shading were fit well, but 
areas with dark red or blue shading were not fit so well.  Here is the map of the last period: 
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Map of residuals for the last time period. 

 

HSAs along the West Coast, in southwestern states and Kentucky/West Virginia seem to have 
fairly consistent clusters of poor fits over time.  This is our visual impression, but we can check 
that by computing local Moran’s I statistics.  To do this, click on Methods, Clustering, Local 
Moran, Univariate and select the same residuals as above (in our case, ‘conditional residuals’).  
You’ll need to create a spatial weight set (the default that is created is fine).  The resulting 
scatterplot does show some significant spatial clustering of high (red) and low (blue) residuals. 
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Moran scatterplot of the residuals 

 
A map these results over time is also created by default. 

 
Map from off the Local Moran values at the last time period 
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The last time period shown here seems to have the greatest clustering of extreme residuals, but 
there is enough apparent clustering in many time periods to cause concern.  That is, our set of 
covariates has not explained enough of the spatial clustering in the original data, leaving 
residuals that seem to retain some spatial autocorrelation.  

SPATIAL REGRESSION 

We can apply a fixed effects spatial regression model to the data to test for the significance of 
the spatial autocorrelation that we think we see in the maps above.  Click on Methods, 
Regression, Spatial regression and select the same model that we used in the aspatial 
regression.  Leave the other options at their default values.  
 
Inspect the log file to see the results.  The test for spatial lag dependence, i.e., spatial 
autocorrelation with adjacent neighbors, is significant for every time period.  The R-square 
values are slightly better than for the aspatial model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have gone rather far afield from a single example of running a mixed effects regression 
model, but this complex model should never be run in isolation.  We have illustrated the 
exploratory analysis to select covariates, the choice and assessment of various random effects 
models, then a residual analysis to decide whether our model adequately described the original 
data.  We saw that the level and variance of the cancer rates varied by Census region and that, 
while the 6 covariates explained a surprisingly high degree of rate variation (for an ecologic 
model), they did not explain all of the spatial autocorrelation among neighboring areas.  Our 
conclusion is that a combination of regional random effects and spatial autocorrelation of the 
residual error would probably be the best model form.  However, that is a very complex type of 
model to implement.  A reasonable alternative that can be done in SpaceStat is to create 2 
indicator variables for the Northeast and South regions, respectively, and to include interactions 
between these and several of the covariates, e.g., crowded housing, then to fit a Spatial Lag 
Regression Model to these data.  An epidemiologist would call this regional effect modification.  
Feel free to try this alternative model yourself. 
 
You probably are wondering why these all cancer female mortality rates have such strange 
patterns over space and time.  The most likely reason is illustrated by the plot below:  the 
distribution of cancer types that make up “all cancer” rates among women has shifted over 
time.  Breast and colorectal cancer dominated the overall rates until the mid 1980s, when lung 
cancer became the primary cancer cause of death among women.  Breast/colon cancer and lung 
cancer have different associations with sociodemographic factors and so as one type of cancer 
began to dominate the other, the strength of the covariates changed.  Because of the 
differences between breast and lung cancer mortality rates with income, in particular, the 
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geographic patterns also changed over time from one where more affluent areas had high rates 
to one where high poverty areas had high rates. 
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